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The main purpose of alternative seed delivery system is to address the seed availability problems of smallholder farmers. Most of the community-based seed production models/schemes are initiated because farmers are concerned about the non-availability of quality seed at planting time. Many farmers don’t have access to improved varieties; and wouldn’t be able to afford them even if they were. So introduction of alternative seed systems models must impact farmers’ access to seeds of improved varieties at affordable cost. The quality of seed produced by community-based system or farmer seed systems is guaranteed only by its seller or village seed committee, because they are not processed and are uncertified seed. The seed so produced is low priced, and available at farmers’ doorsteps at the right time, and provides access to all farmer groups in the village.

The regulatory and legal framework of national seed rules and regulations in many countries hampers the development of informal seed systems. National seed regulations are mostly based on international standards, which are often incompatible or irrelevant to the realities of farmers’ seed systems. The restrictions imposed by national seed authorities on free exchange and marketing of seed, especially compulsory variety registration and seed certification, as practiced by many developed and developing countries are constraints on the efficient functioning of the formal
seed sector and on the development of alternative seed systems (Annette von Lossau 2000). On the other hand regulatory frameworks are crucial for the development of a national seed system (Tripp 2003).

The major source of seed for small-scale farmers comes from their own on-farm savings, seed exchange, borrowings and local traders. Nevertheless, farmer’s community systems of seed supply are under pressure due to recurring natural calamities such as drought, crop failure, storage problems and poverty. In the drought situations farmers depend on subsidized seed supply by government agencies, which meets only 30–40 per cent seed requirement of smallholder farmers (Ravinder Reddy 2005). In order to strengthen the seed delivery system, interventions are required to strengthen informal seed supply systems, such as establishing village-based seed banks as alternative seed systems for seed security. The alternate village based seed delivery models that may enable sustainability of community seed systems in the dry land ecosystems have following objectives:

1. To improve seed availability and access to improved varieties of seed to small and resource-poor farmers
2. Build capacity of stakeholders at the community level to enhance sustainable supply of good quality seed, and timely supply at affordable price.

Alternate Village Based Seed Delivery Models

Model 1: Individual Farmer as Seed Bank

This model (Figure 1) can be developed as a local seed system for different crops. Most effectively this seed system will benefit farmers for crops that require high seed rate, which are bulky in nature, or crops that involve high transport and package costs, for example groundnut pod. This model involves training a couple of farmers in each village in seed production technology and supporting them by supplying breeder seed and technology backstopping.

The Pros and Cons of the Model

☆ This model can be tried even in remote areas where NGO are unwilling to take up operations.
☆ External finance is not required as all the costs are usually met by the farmer/seed producer.
☆ Effective and provides wider scope for dissemination and adoption of improved varieties through informal seed channels.
☆ Technical institutional services not justifiable for individual farmers.
☆ Farmers are still unwilling to save seed because of storage pests and other financial debts.
☆ Procurement of breeder seed is difficult at the farmer level once the project is completed.
Figure 1: Model 1: Individual Farmer as Seed Bank.

- There is no control on the selling price of seed.
- There is no control on seed distribution to different communities in the village.
- Seed distribution is limited to select groups.

Model 2: Village Based Seed Banks

The concept of ‘seed bank’ (Figure 2), which advocates village self-sufficiency in production and distribution of quality seeds, is fast gaining ground. Seed villages or village seed banks operate with utmost transparency, mutual trust and social responsibility. Though this is not an entirely new concept, it is being promoted to reduce farmers’ dependence on external inputs.

Advantages of Village Based Seed Banks

- Availability of improved varieties in sufficient quantity within the village
- Assured and timely supply of seed
- Decentralized seed production
- Availability of improved variety seed at a low price
Figure 2: Model 2: Village Based Seed Banks.

- Improved seed delivery system to resource-poor farmers
- Reduced dependence on external seed sources and hence an effective measure to curb spurious seed trade
- Encourages village level trade and improves village economy
- Social responsibility of the seed production and delivery system
- A step ahead towards sustainable crop production
- Avoidance of diseases carried through seed (seed-borne pathogens) that have been produced and imported from different agro-ecoregions
- Scope for farmers’ participatory varietal selection
- Availability of true-to-type varieties and healthy seed.

Constraints
- Reluctance of farmers when it comes to adopting quality seed production practices
- Additional investment for inputs in seed production
- Lack of buy-back assurance to farmers from SHGs/NGOs
- Proper seed storage facilities and management in villages
Lack of funds with SHGs/NGOs for seed procurement, packaging, storage and transportation

Fixing of a minimum support price for seed procurement

Technical support for seed production and its monitoring

Responsibility of quality control aspects and monitoring of seed production

Regular availability, accesses, and procurement of breeder seed for seed production

Willingness of farmers to participate in seed bank activities

Small-scale Seed Enterprises Models

Model 3: SHG-Mediated System

In this model, SHG is empowered to take up the task of seed production (Figure 3). Members, however, need to develop skills in planning and seed production techniques as well as support in terms of storage. Alternatively arrangements may be worked out with nearest market yard or state godowns to have the seed storage facility. The most critical aspect in this model is technical support and supply of breeder seed. Given the proper support, this model could provide significant benefits to farmers as it ensures the opportunity for all members and groups to share the profits of seed production. This model performs two tasks: meeting seed requirements of farmers as well as conserves a wide range of crop genetic diversity.

Figure 3: Model 3: SHG–Mediated System.
In most developing countries, the formal sector is far smaller than the informal seed sector. The later is the major source of planting material for smallholder farmers, contributing 80–90 per cent of the seed requirement of smallholder farmers (Monyo et al., 2003; Ravinder Reddy 2004b). Strategies to improve quality of seed, accesses and availability of improved varieties, multiplication and dissemination, availability of seed on time at affordable prices to resource-poor smallholder farmers can bring about changes in the food security in developing countries. Support from state/national governments, and international organizations or any other funding agencies should be targeted at improving the efficiency of these investments by strengthening technical capabilities of SHGs, NGOs, farmer cooperatives, CBO's, KVK's and schemes to improve or develop village based seed programmes through seed multiplication, quality control and marketing activities.

Pros and Cons

- Improved availability and access to improved varieties by all groups of farmers.
- Minimum overheads.
- Seed is stored in the village.
- Seed available at reasonable price and at the right time.
- Control on fixing procurement and selling price of seed.
- Priority for farmers' preferred varieties.
- Need for institutional support for technical backstopping and supply of breeder seed.
- Fund for procurement of seed.

Model 4: NGO-Mediated System

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)

In this model (Figure 4), an NGO may be given the responsibility for a cluster of villages. These organizations select and engage farmers in seed production on a contract basis and preference is given to crops and varieties that are in demand in particular area. Basically NGOs are involved in mobilizing farmers/seed producers, planning seed multiplication, training, procuring, processing and marketing seed. Similar to other models, NGOs has to depend on other institutions for procuring foundation/basic seed stocks for multiplication.

Pros and Cons

- Operates in couple of villages.
- Seed production operations in couple of villages (3-5).
- Storage of seed within the village.
- Seed distribution within the operational areas.
- Selling price can be fixed by discussions with farmers.
- Improved seed availability and access for all groups of farmers.
Figure 4: Model 4: NGO—Mediated System.

- Minimum overhead costs.
- Need institutional support for technical backstopping and supply of breeder seed.
- Fund required for seed procurement.

Model 5: KVK-Mediated System

In this model (Figure 5) KVK’s are given the responsibility to implement the model.

Pros and Cons

- Targets, large operational area (many villages).
- Centralized production; needs large storage place (such as godowns)
- Comparatively greater overhead costs
- Involves more than one crop and variety in production
- Less scope for farmers’ participation and their choice of varieties
- More inclined towards commercial seed trade
- No scope for involving farmers in fixing procurement and selling prices
- Model needs infrastructure
- Usually KVKs has fairly good technical capabilities
- Generally institution funds are available to some extent.
Each of five models tested can be harbingers of seed system sustainability upon implementation based on the environments and regions they operate. The comparative statement comparing all the five models across each component working towards seed system sustainability is given in Table 1.

**Steps for Strengthening Community Seed Production, Seed Saving and Storage**

1. Appropriate policies for seed production, and seed distribution, to help focus efforts of government supported initiatives on the varietal needs of resource poor farmers in particular, with attention, where necessary, on the needs of women farmers, and minor crops that are inadequately covered by the private sector.

2. Provide, and promote small-scale seed enterprises and strengthen linkages between gene banks, plant breeding organizations, seed producers, and small-scale seed production and distribution enterprises;

3. Strengthen seed quality control schemes for small scale enterprises and provide appropriate incentives, credit schemes, etc., to facilitate the emergence of seed enterprises, paying attention to the needs of the small farming sector, of women and of vulnerable or marginalized groups;

4. Provide support to and strengthen farmers’ organizations in order that they can more effectively express demand for their seed requirements, paying particular attention to the needs of women and of vulnerable or marginalized groups;
Table 1: Comparative Chart of different Seed Systems Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization/community involved</td>
<td>Individual farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeder seed source</td>
<td>Research institute or project scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for transport of source seed</td>
<td>Research institute or project scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing of other inputs</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of crop/variety</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training in seed production</td>
<td>Project scientist (PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed production monitoring</td>
<td>Project scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed quality assurance</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning, packing, and transportation</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixing procurement and selling price</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding for seed production</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contd...
### Table 3.2—Contd...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding for seed procurement</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability issues</td>
<td>Technical support, supply of breeder seed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Provide training and infrastructural support to farmers in seed technology, in order to improve the physical and genetic quality of farmer saved seed.

6. Develop approaches to support small-scale, farmer level seed distribution, learning from the experiences of community and small-scale seed enterprises already underway in some countries.

7. Seed Quality of Farm Processed Seed can be as good as and often better than Certified Seed if farmers takes the first step by selecting the right variety, controlling purity with good rotation, and follow standard agronomic practices' to achieve disease and weed control. They can choose a Mobile Seed Processor that can offer the equipment, management and expertise to achieve the standard you require.

**Conclusion**

An effective means of improved seed distribution is farmer-to-farmer seed exchange. This may be primed to a limited extent by supplies of improved seed from public agencies, agricultural research stations and non-governmental organizations to farmers in easily accessible villages. However, such a system is very slow. To speed up the flow of adapted improved varieties to farmers, there is a need to form a network, formal and informal or integrated seed systems between community-based organizations and research institutes, public and private seed multiplication agencies, involved in various aspects of seed production. This network will identify bottlenecks in the seed production chain, and catalyze or instigate applied and adaptive research and policy changes that may be required to ensure rapid movement of new cultivars into local seed delivery system benefiting smallholder farmers small and resource poor farmers who need them. This approach will require continued interaction between the various institutions, policy makers and stakeholders.
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